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ABSTRACT: Deviations from linearity in the dependence of the logarithm of protein
unfolding rates, log ku(f), as a function of mechanical force, f, measurable in single
molecule experiments, can arise for many reasons. In particular, upward curvature in log
ku(f) as a function of f implies that the underlying energy landscape must be
multidimensional with the possibility that unfolding ensues by parallel pathways. Here,
simulations using the SOP-SC model of a wild type β-sandwich protein and several
mutants, with immunoglobulin folds, show upward curvature in the unfolding kinetics.
There are substantial changes in the structures of the transition state ensembles as the
force is increased, signaling a switch in the unfolding pathways. Our results, when
combined with previous theoretical and experimental studies, show that parallel
unfolding of structurally unrelated single domain proteins can be determined from the
dependence of log ku(f) as a function of force (or log ku[C] where [C] is the denaturant
concentration).

■

of examples (forced unfolding of monomeric proteins13,14 and
rupture of cell adhesion and other complexes15) that show
curvature or change in slope in the [log rf, f *]16 and [log ku(f),
f ] plots. The data in these experiments could arise for the
following reasons: (i) The location (x‡) of the transition state
(TS) in the one-dimensional free energy proﬁles as a function
of extension, conjugate to f and accessible in pulling
experiments, moves with f or rf due to an interplay between
force and curvature of the energy landscape.17−19 (ii) The
upward curvature is a consequence of unfolding occurring by
parallel pathways in a strongly multidimensional landscape,14
which is surely the case in the SH3 domain.13 (iii) An
extremely interesting and counterintuitive scenario arises when
the upward curvature is so pronounced that it gives rise to
catch bonds, observed in a number of protein complexes.20,21
In this case as well as in case ii, the extension alone cannot
serve as a reaction coordinate. (iv) Rupture of protein
complexes (biotin−streptavidin16,22) involves overcoming
two sequential barriers with two TS locations, one at low
forces (large value of x‡) and the other (small value of x‡) at

INTRODUCTION
Since the pioneering studies on forced-unfolding of titin over
20 years ago,1−3 single molecule pulling experiments have
generated a wealth of data that continue to provide
unprecedented glimpses into the response of biomolecules
and their complexes to mechanical forces. In a typical pulling
experiment,4−7 mechanical force (f) is applied to two points
on a protein, and the response is monitored as a function of f.
The experiments (optical tweezers or atomic force microscopy
(AFM)) could be done at a constant f (or similarly constant
extension) or a constant loading rate, rf. The constant f
experiments generate a folding trajectory in which the protein
(or RNA) could hop between a number of states accessible at
f. If during the observation time, which can be extremely long,
the system is ergodic, then both the equilibrium and fdependent rates between all the relevant states can be
computed, provided some corrections due to the experimental
setup are taken into account8,9 In the constant loading rate
mode, sometimes referred to as dynamic force spectroscopy,
the distribution of rupture forces is measured by linearly
df
increasing f at a constant loading rate, r f = dt . In many
instances, one encounters slip bonds in which plots of the most
probable rupture force (f *) as a function of log rf ([log rf, f *]
plot) or of the dependence of unfolding rate (ku(f)) on f
(referred to as a [log ku(f), f ] plot) are linear, which is
explained using the Evans−Ritchie (for constant rf) theory10,11
or the Bell model (constant f).12 However, there are a number
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single molecule spectroscopy, either in the laser optical trap
(LOT) setup, or in silico at room temperature in the absence of
denaturants. Because [log ku(f), f ] plots for I27 were not
readily available at low forces, it has been diﬃcult to determine
whether forced-unfolding proceeds by parallel pathways with a
switch from one to another at a critical force.
The earliest demonstration25 that I27 unfolds by parallel
pathways used the chemical denaturant guanidinium chloride
(GdmCl) as a perturbation. In the wild type (WT) and several
mutants, it was found that log ku as a function of GdmCl
concentration exhibited upward curvature. Using these data, it
was surmised that I27 must unfold by parallel pathways as the
GdmCl concentration is increased. Subsequently, other
experiments on diﬀerent proteins have established the presence
of upward curvature in the unfolding kinetics as the denaturant
concentration is increased.26−29
More recently, it has been shown using optical tweezer
experiments that the [log ku(f), f ] plot for the SH3 domain
exhibits upward curvature,13 which was interpreted in the same
way as in GdmCl-induced unfolding of I27. That upward
curvature in [log ku(f), f ] (and by analogy any perturbation
that couples linearly to the protein conformations) implies that
unfolding could occur by parallel pathways was rigorously
demonstrated in general and for SH3 in particular.14
In this paper, we report computer simulations of I27
unfolding at low forces (0−50 pN) at elevated temperature, for
the wild type and a series of single-point mutants. We show
that, at least for some of the mutants of I27 the [log ku( f), f ]
plots show upward curvature, suggesting that the underlying
energy landscape is strongly multidimensional, especially at
low forces. This is a novel, experimentally testable prediction.
The likely reason that such experiments have not been done so
far is mainly due to diﬃculties in accessing the relevant force
range. Elsewhere,14 we showed that if ku(f) violates either

high forces. (v) In forced-rupture of certain cell adhesion
complexes, it is possible to construct a collective onedimensional coordinate,23 which reﬂects the change in the
slopes observed in the [log rf, f *] plots. These studies show
that new physics of biological molecules and complexes could
be teased out using the data from single molecule experiments
complemented by theory and well-designed simulations.14,24
Here, we revisit forced-unfolding of a single domain β-sheet
immunoglobulin domain (I27) (Figure 1) in order to

Figure 1. I27 is a 89 residue single domain protein consisting of two
β-sheets ABED and CFGA′, made up of eight β-strands A, A′, B, C, D,
E, F, and G. Two orientations are shown for clarity.

d
df

log k f ≥ 0 or

d2
log
df 2

k f ≤ 0, then the underlying energy

landscape is strongly multidimensional (SMD). Forced
unfolding in such a SMD landscape likely involves a switch
in the pathway at a critical force (possibly over a small force
range). Below the critical force, I27 unfolds predominantly
along one route, and at higher forces, it follows a diﬀerent
pathway. We analyze and compare the transition state
ensembles (TSE) at 5 and 35 pN, using the Pfold analysis,30
showing the change in the preferential order in which tertiary
structure elements rupture. Such detailed structural insights are
only available in computer simulations. Thus, along with
switch in the pathway there is a change in the TSEs. Taken
together, our study shows that careful theoretical and
computational analysis of data from single molecule pulling
experiments could be used to determine the dimensionality of
the energy landscape of proteins provided [log ku(f), f ] is
known for a broad range of f.

determine whether the low force unfolding occurs in a
multidimensional landscape. Besides the biological relevance
that the I27 domain is part of the muscle protein titin, whose
response to mechanical force is important, we were motivated
by the following considerations. (i) The question of whether
proteins fold or unfold by parallel routes continues to be
debated, despite overwhelming theory/computational assertions to the contrary. It is diﬃcult to unambiguously establish
the existence of parallel pathways because, unlike RNA, the
secondary structural elements are not independently stable. As
a consequence, the free energy diﬀerences between distinct
pathways are likely to be too small to be detected
experimentally. (ii) Somewhat astonishingly, that parallel
pathways could exist has not been demonstrated for I27, the
ﬁrst protein whose forced unfolding was investigated nearly 25
years ago. In fact, there is a controversy (location of the
transition state) because AFM and optical tweezers produce
drastically diﬀerent results, indicating that the magnitude of the
applied force has an impact on the mechanism of forceinduced unfolding. It could be argued that the magnitudes of
such high forces used in a majority of previous experimental
and computational studies were not biologically relevant.
However, the use of high forces was warranted in order to
demonstrate how such experiments can probe the unfolding of
a single protein under mechanical forces. Due to its mechanical
resilience, I27 unfolding is not easily realized in low-force

■

RESULTS
We performed molecular simulations using the coarse-grained
(SOP-SC) model31,32 of titin I27 domain (PDB 1TIT) by
applying a constant force to the ends of the protein. The goal
of the simulations was to explore the force range, inaccessible
to either AFM (which intrinsically uses high forces) or LOT
setups (because unfolding times for I27 at low force are likely
too long to be observed in LOT). The problem of very long
unfolding times is particularly exacerbated in computer
1800
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Figure 2. Unfolding rates of titin I27 domain and its mutants. Each point is calculated from the average unfolding time over 50 trajectories. For
each mutant, the [log ku( f), f ] dependence is ﬁtted with a single- (dashed lines) and a double-exponential (solid lines) model. The selection of
ﬁtting model is advised by the Akaike Information Criterion. The ratio of probabilities that particular model captures the data better than the other
one (P2/P1 with P2 (P1) being the double (single) exponential ﬁt) are given in the legends. Only L36A and L60A mutants data are better explained
by the single exponential ﬁt. (Note: For L36A, G32A, L60A, C47A, and F21L there is another change in slope around 35−40 pN; hence, only the
part of the dependence up to that point is ﬁtted. The points that do not contribute to the shown ﬁt and Akaike probability ratio calculations are
shown without the error bars. However, using all the data (i.e., up to 50 pN) to ﬁt these ﬁve mutants results in the single exponential model being
selected (i.e., no curvature), leaving only WT and I23A with curvature. The last panel uses all the data points, as if they were all for the same
molecule, as a proxy (with the argument that changes to the force ﬁeld for simulating diﬀerent mutants are tiny) to assess the presence of upward
curvature following from the tertiary structure of the titin I27 domain. With seven times more statistics, the Akaike model selection is strengthened
and much more signiﬁcant statistically, rather than disappeared, as evidenced by a 4 orders of magnitude higher P2/P1.

the data, and thus is selected. If the models have values AIC1,
AIC2, . . ., and we deﬁne AICmin as the minimum of those
values, then the quantity exp(AICmin − AICi)/2 can be
interpreted as proportional to the probability that the i-th
model minimizes the estimated information loss. Then

simulations, even using SOP-SC simulations. To alleviate this
problem, we performed simulations at 400 K.
Curvature in the [log ku,f ] Plots. We generated 100
unfolding trajectories for the WT and each of the six mutants
in order to calculate the [log ku( f), f ] plots. As shown before,14
the existence of upward curvature in these plots would be an
unmistakable indication of strongly multidimensional unfolding dynamics. One consequence is parallel rupture unfolding
pathways. Figure 2 shows the [log ku(f), f ] plots for the wildtype and ﬁve of the mutants, from the set of mutants reported
previously.25 When there is no curvature, the [log ku(f), f ] is
linear, and it can be ﬁt with the single-exponential Bell model,

P2/P1 =

fx
kBT

curvature in the plot, we compare the Bell model ﬁt to one

( ) + k exp( )

with a double exponential ku(f ) = k1 exp

fx1
kBT

2

= exp(AIC1 − AIC2)/2 , for exam-

ple, is the ratio of the probability P2 that model 2 minimizes
the information loss to the probability P1 that model 1
minimizes the information loss. Applied to our case of
choosing between the single- and double-exponential ﬁts of
[log ku(f), f ], we calculate the P2/P1 ratio of probabilities that
a double- or single- exponential model respectively minimizes
the information loss.
If P2/P1 > 1, the double exponential model is more likely to
minimize the information loss. If, in addition, x2 > x1, we
conclude that the upward curvature ﬁt is superior, implying
strong dimensionality of the unfolding process. (We avoid the
temptation to over interpret the ﬁtting parameters and use this
procedure of ﬁtting to a double-exponential model as a
statistical means to establish the presence of the curvature.
Double exponential, which comports with the physics of forceinduced unfolding, is one of the simplest models that exhibits
upward curvature in [log ku(f), f ]).
At very high forces, we expect a linear log ku(f) dependence,
with the value of the slope that can be higher, lower or the
same as the slopes we observe at lower forces. It is a priori not
known where this switch to the linear regime should occur for

( ). To identify the presence of upward

ku(f ) = k 0 exp

exp(AICmin − AIC2) / 2
exp(AICmin − AIC1) / 2

fx 2
kBT

using the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC).33
AIC is an estimator of relative quality of statistical models
for a given set of data, based on information theory.33 It
provides a means for model selection by estimating how much
information (from the data) is lost when using the model to
represent the process which produced those data. The AIC
value of a model is AIC = 2k −2 ln L̂ , where k is the number of
parameters in the model and L̂ is the maximum value of the
likelihood function of the model. The model that has the
minimal AIC is most likely to lose the least information from
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any of the constructs. In the case when the switch occurs below
50 pN (the upper limit of the curves in Figure 2), the double
exponential model ﬁt only makes sense up to the point of the
switching to the linear regime. The data points not
contributing to the ﬁts in Figure 2 are shown without error
bars. For L36A, G32A, L60A, C47A, and F21L, we used the ﬁt
up to the point (38−45 pN), visually identiﬁed as the change
in slope. The modest downward shift in the high force
(exceeding 40 pN) limit further shows that the response of I27
and the mutants to force depends on the magnitude. The
decrease in slope might be indicative of the ductile behavior of
I27, which is a force sensor in vivo.22,34 WT and I23A have a
curvature in the [log ku( f), f ] plots even when the ﬁtting is
extended to 50 pN, according to the AIC statistic, which we
use for selection of the ﬁtting model (single vs double
exponential). C47A, F21L, and G23A have curvature when
ﬁtted up to ∼40 pN, where there is an apparent downward
change in the slope. L36A and L60A do not exhibit statistically
signiﬁcant curvature.
Since the changes in the force ﬁeld for point mutations are
small, it is tempting to test for the curvature treating all of the
simulations as the simulations of the same molecule, thus
increasing the available statistics. The bottom right panel of
Figure 2 shows the points for all the mutants on the same plot,
and the black symbols represent the combined statistics.
Akaike Information Criterion selects the model with a
curvature with very high probability, conﬁrming the existence
of parallel pathways in I27 unfolding.
Secondary and Tertiary Structure Elements. I27
consists of eight β-strands (named A, A′, B, C, D, E, F and
G along the sequence). They form two β-sheets: ABED and
CFGA′ (Figure 1). Rupturing of pairs of strands can be
therefore characterized by parameters χAB, χBE, χED, χCF, χFG,
and χGA′, where χXY is the structural overlap for two parts of the
protein X and Y: the fraction of broken native contacts
between X and Y,35
χXY ({r}) =

1
MXY

Table 1. Percentage of Trajectories Where the Row
Contacts Fully Break after Column Contacts: at 5pN; at 35
pNa
χAB
χAB
χBE
χED
χCF
χFG
χGA′

86; 96
34; 66
76; 96
100; 100
97; 98

χBE

χED

χCF

14; 4

66; 34
98; 94

24; 4
62; 56
12; 14

2; 6
38; 44
97; 91
95; 68

88; 86
100; 97
97; 92

100; 91
93; 78

χFG
0; 0
2; 8
0; 2
0; 8

χGA′
2; 2
4; 30
2; 8
6; 22
71; 79

28; 20

a

The comparisons where there is a signiﬁcant change between low
and high force are marked in bold.

the trajectories GA′ ruptures before BE at high forces. These
observations are intuitively consistent with force being applied
to the ends of the protein, A and G strands, making unfolding
pathways starting with rupturing of pairs involving these two
strands more accessible at high forces. In other words, high
force promotes rupturing of AB and GA′ before other
elements.
Transition State Ensembles (TSEs) at High and Low
Force. Another way to look at the unfolding pathway is to
identify the transition state ensemble (TSE). We deﬁne TSE
through Pfold,30 which is the probability to reach the folded
state before the unfolded state, starting from a given
conformation. If Pfold = 0.5 for some conformation, then this
conformation belongs to the TSE. We select TSE candidates
from the saddle point of the (χ, E) free energy surface, where E
is energy and χ is the full overlap parameter (χXY where both X
and Y correspond to the whole protein). We obtain the free
energy surface by calculating the histograms of the unfolding
trajectories at 5 and 35 pN. Running 10 trajectories for each of
the candidates, we select a smaller set of candidates where 0.3
≤ Pfold ≤ 0.7, and then run 50 more trajectories for each
candidate in the smaller set. We obtain the TSE as the
ensemble of candidates with 0.4 < Pfold < 0.6 calculated from
the 60 trajectories for each structure. The TSEs for low and
high force unfolding (TSE-L and TSE-H) are shown in Figure
3 (5 pN) and Figure 4 (35 pN). Visually analyzing the
structures, one can see CF to be more disrupted in TSE-H.
Also, there are structures in TSE-H with AB fully ruptured, but
none in TSE-L. To quantify these observations (along with the
same observations about other structural elements), we
calculated pairwise χ for each of the TSEs (Tables 1, 2, and
Figure 5). From the data, one can conclude that CF and AB are
less structured in TSE-H (and there are structures in the
ensemble where one of them is fully ruptured, but not both)
than TSE-L. On the other hand, FG and GA′ are more
structured in TSE-H than in TSE-L. These observations
indicate that force induced unfolding of I27 is heterogeneous,
rather than having a dominant pathway, and the details of the
heterogeneity (e.g., contribution of diﬀerent pathways)
changes with the applied force.

∑ Θ(||ri − rj| − |r i0 − r 0j || − Δ)
i∈X
j∈Y

Article

(1)

In the above equation, the summation is over the coarsegrained beads belonging to the parts X and Y, MXY is the
number of contacts between X and Y in the native state, Θ(x)
is the Heaviside function, Δ = 2 Å is the tolerance in the
deﬁnition of a contact, and ri,j and r 0i,j, respectively, are the
coordinates of the beads in a given conformation {r} and the
native state. To compare low-force and high-force unfolding
pathways, we analyzed the trajectories at 5 and 35 pN for the
I23A mutant, which does exhibit upward curvature in the [log
ku(f), f ] plot.
Order of Rupturing of β-Strand Pairs. Table 1 shows
the percentage of trajectories in which one pair of β-strands
(row) fully ruptured (χ = 1) before the other (column). The
comparisons where there is a signiﬁcant change between low
and high force are marked in bold. Most notably, at low force
the CF pair never breaks after FG and almost never after GA′.
At high force, CF breaks after FG and after GA′ more
frequently. Also CF almost always breaks after AB at high force,
but less frequently at low force. The fraction of trajectories
where AB breaks after ED changes from two-thirds at low force
to one-third at high force. With high probability, BE strand
rupture precedes GA′ breakage at low forces, but in a third of

■

CONCLUSION
We have shown that at low forces, accessible in LOT
experiments, the unfolding of I27 does not occur over a single
pathway, but is heterogeneous. The ﬁnding that low forced
unfolding must occur by parallel pathways is based on the
observation of upward curvature in the [log ku(f), f ] plot and
by establishing that TSE structures, determined without
assuming an underlying reaction coordinate, change as f is
1802
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Figure 3. Representative TS structures and the calculated Pfold (below each structure) at 5 pN. The calculated value for the TSE is Pfold = 0.51 ±
0.06. Pfold = 0.51 ± 0.05. Superposition of structures in the transition state ensemble.

Figure 4. Same as Figure 3 except the value of the force is 35 pN. The average of Pfold = 0.51 ± 0.05.

Table 2. Percentage of Trajectories Where the Row Contacts Break 95% after Column Contacts: at 5pN; at 35 pN
χAB
χAB
χBE
χED
χCF
χFG
χGA′

χBE
16; 4

84; 96
20; 57
80; 94
100; 100
96; 96

0; 4
56; 48
100; 83
94; 72

χED

χCF

80; 42
100; 96

20; 6
44; 52
2; 10

98; 90
100; 100
96; 96

100; 91
96; 74

χFG
0;
0;
0;
0;

0
16
0
8

χGA′
4; 4
6; 28
4; 4
4; 24
56; 73

44; 26

diﬃcult. This could be mitigated by performing pulling
experiments in the presence of small amount of a mild
denaturant (urea) as has been done for the SH3 domain.36

increased. Our prediction can be conﬁrmed experimentally, by
measuring the f-dependence of log ku(f) plot, like we did in
simulations.
Our simulations provide structural insights into heterogeneities and diﬀerences of unfolding pathways at low and high
forces. We predict that single molecule spectroscopy of the
mechanically resilient titin I27 domain (both wild types and
mutants) at low forces and elevated temperature should
provide evidence that the energy landscape is strongly
multidimensional. In addition, we show that there ought to
be a switch in the folding pathway and associated changes in
the structures of the transition state ensemble. Because it has
not been done, we assume that varying temperature by a
signiﬁcant amount in optical tweezer experiments must be

■

METHODS
We used the SOP-SC model,37,38 which is a coarse-grained
model for proteins with two interaction beads per residue, to
simulate force-induced unfolding of I27. The successful use of
the SOP-SC model for I27 and the mutants, leading to testable
predictions, shows that the energy function is transferable. In
particular, the SOP-SC model has broad applicability because
it is suﬃciently simple and accurate that it can be used to
simulate denaturant38 and force eﬀects on protein unfolding.
1803
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Figure 5. Comparison of ruptured tertiary structure in TSE at 5 and
35 pN (box plot)

The interactions are based on the native structure, but the
amino acid identity of each residue is also taken into account.
A mutation is applied to the PDB structure of the wild type, so
the interactions are sorted into native and non-native
subsequently. Thus, the set of native contacts remains the
same, but a few interaction parameters change because of
mutations. The interactions between the side chains are given
by the statistical potential.39 The details of the model and the
simulations may be found elsewhere.38
We used maximum likelihood ﬁtting to discriminate
between a double exponential and single exponential (Bell)
models for the dependence of the unfolding rate ku(f) on force.
We compared the model ﬁts by the Akaike Information
Criterion33 in order to ﬁnd out whether there is upward
curvature in the [log ku, f ] plot, which would establish the
multidimensionality of energy landscape leading to parallel
unfolding pathways.
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